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2.0 (requires.net framework 2.0) windows 7 microsoft visual studio 2008 (.0) windows vista is not supported
known issues: row editing may be slightly slower than in previous versions row height adjusts poorly when auto
sizing is enabled (windows 7) flexible column sorting can stutter if grid is too big for available ram 0b7123021

krigerr this also means that the only winforms and wpf projects that i have seen so far, that actually do anything
will work as expected. this is true for the project you get when you create a new project in visual studio, or you

can just add the package into your existing project and run. yes, the package installs the thing, but there's no real
advantage to doing that if you're not going to add code. but there's definitely a fair amount of code here. i had a

lot of issues with this package, and i spent a lot of time trying to understand where things went wrong, and
eventually came to the conclusion that microsoft did a bad job of communicating the issues to you and it's just a
case of getting your head around the api that they expose to you. i managed to get a working app up in a couple
of hours but i had many hours of frustration and pain trying to figure it out. thankfully, you don't need to do that
anymore as the legacy webbrowser package is now available and.net core applications will be able to use that. i

ran into a fair amount of issues trying to get the package to build and i ran into some really weird issues where the
things i was trying to do would not work. after a fair amount of research i came to the conclusion that the problem

is the.net core runtime version in use. my experience is that when you build the webbrowser package it will
always use the default.net core runtime, but that when you install the package it actually uses the

microsoft.netcore.appruntime package. i know this is a bad idea from a compatibility perspective, but it does
make sense when you think about how.net core works - it's versioned and they don't support "side-loading". i

don't know what other scenarios this has come up in, but it definitely comes up when you load a legacy package
like this. in other words, your.net core runtime version will be different to your project's runtime version and you
will need to make sure you always use the same version. i can't figure out why that is the case, i suspect it has to
do with how.net core works - possibly because they don't support side-loading. microsoft.appruntime uses the.net
core version that is used by the project, so you need to make sure you use the same. if you don't you will run into

problems. if you're using vs code and you get errors like "module not found", it is because the.net core version
doesn't match the version of.net core that is installed in your project.
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